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rn6 p|p"r, tutorial in nature, presents the design and hardware implementation of a DSP algorithm

insmrction developer (DSP-AID) which integrates wo popular numeric processors' namely the MC68000 and

the TMS32020. The desigrr architecture allorvs for the MC68000 to control the user interface and the

T1v1S32020 to oprimally pirionn the signal procesing tasks. The system is equipped with a frontend

analog-to-digital converter and a backend digital-to-analog converter for real-time digitai signal processing'

Real-time sample applications with experimental results are presented.

Introduction

in recent years, the rrend in signal processing has been to complement or replace analog qvstems with

digital system implementarions. Engineers are often tasked wirh analyzing a slstem to find a means for

improvement and are always looking for the best approach to solve a given problern. From a system level

perspecrive, signal processing has gained anoiher tool tbr problem solving in rhe lbrm of economicai digital

iignal processing (DSP). Any analog signal processing s,vstem is a potential candidate ibr digital signal

p*..rilng, aithough a digiral signal processing approach is not the ansrver to every signal processing problem.

A thorough understanding of the realistic expectarions of a DSP system is needed- Hardware costs are

decreasing and DSP processor performances are increasing. DSP requires sofnvare development whereas

analog signal processing does not. The softrvare requirements of DSP demands a more thorough analysis of

the design prior to the starr of hardrvare development. Once the hardrvare is in place. DSP applications

become a softrvare issue. That is. a different processing strucrure will require only a different set of processine

coefficienrs or a differenr sofnvare program to be run. A DSP system can be used to implement many different

algorirhms such as digital fi lrering, fast Fourier transform (FFT) and rvaveform seneration.

A DSp sysrem adds its o\r1 ser of design issues. For instance. an ideal DSP system assumes infinire

precision/resolution with respect to the sampled signal. the filter coefficienr' and the multiplication

operarions. Analog-to-digital converrers are available wirh increasing bits of resolution but a 16-bit ADC is

far from being infinite. Also, the resisters for storing the coefficiens and the resuldng products are evenruallv-

of finire length, resufting in a rruncation of the values. All of these potential error issues must be analyzed to

verily rhar rhe system remains srable and operates wirhin an acceptable range. .Any microprocesor is capable

of implemenring DSP algorirhms. In general, digital signal processing is computarionally intensive. Ho$'ever,

a general purpose microprocessor is nor very efficient in multiplication and accumularion (\IAC) operarions

s,hicharearthehearrofmanyDSpappl icat ions. ThearchirecturesofmanyDSPchipsareopdmizedforsingle

rycle multiplications. In filter applications, efficient data movement is also necessary to achieve a high

throughput.

The unit presented here is a complete DSP system, with a frontend analog-to-digital converter and a

backenC dieital-to-analoq converrer and can be interfaced to anypersonal computer using an RS-232 port for



host control. The DSp-AID is interactive and is a marriage of a general purpose mic:oprocessor (MC68000)

with a general purpose di$al signal procesor (TMS32020) to achieve an economical algorithm development

qor.. 1r.. figuie 1.). The IACObOOO facilitates set-up and algorithm development and provides the

mechanism for user interacdon [1]. The TMs32020 performs realtime processing tasls ef6ciently [2]. This

sysrem wiil aid in the deterglinution of the feasibility of a digital approach over an analog approach' A side

benefit of this desigrr is the comparison of procesing powen of the two Processors utilized. This would be

useful in industry when a choice of procesors mu$ be made. This unit would serve educationally in an

advanced undergraduate or graduate iab coune in digital signal processing. thrgeted applicadons for this unit

are adaptive signal processing, biomedical signal procesing, speech processing, image processing' sewo

control. automotive control, robotics, etc-

Design Philosophy and Procedural Operation

At the heart of a DSp s;6tem is the component which performs the number cnrnching- The numeric

processor must be able to rnuliply rwo numbers very fast while maintaining a high degree of precision before

iruncating the result. The numeric processor must also be an efEcient mover of data since many multiplications

and additions are required before producing each output value'

In general, DSp circuis are integrated into a system using one of three primary confgurations: (1)

stand-alone, (2) slave or (3) multiprocessor. Usually, the most economical configuration is the stand-alone,

however, the software effort involved with developing an interactive user interface can be very time consuming'
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Figure 1. Functionai block diagram of the DSp-AID. The DSP application code is downloaded from the host

blthe iv{C68000 to the shared memory via the CPU arbirration switch. The lvIC68000 commands the CPU

aibit.ation swirch ro allorv the T1vIS32020 access to the DSP application code. The Tiv{S32020 proceeds as

follorvs: (a) the analog input is sampled by the ADC, (b) the data is processed internally by the T\{S32020

according to the algorithm and (c) rhe processed data is output to the DAC for subsequent conversion to analog

tbrm.
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This problem can be overcome using a slave confguration which utili"es a general purpose microprocessor for

user interaction. A multi-p.o..rroiDsP configurarion is important for high performance parallel procesing,

although, this con6grration may not simplify the procedures of algorithm development- The DSP-AID slAtem

presenied here uses a slave configuradon with an MC68000 as the host processor and a TMS3?020 as the slave'

This system is desigrred such thaiboth the MC68000 and the TMS32020 have access to the DSP resources' A

debugger monitor &om Motorola called TUTOR is a unique feature of this system which fucilitates user

interaction. Functions such as asembly/disasembly (MC68000), Prognm and daa entry, pring taPe storage

and interfacing to host comPuter are provided by TUTOR'

The MC68000 is a general purpose microprocesor with an oPen internal architecture freeing it from

being dedicated to any pafocdar itass oe applications. The TMS32020 on the other hand is a digial signal

procissor *ith an internal architecture opcimized for DSP applications. The wo Processors are tightly coupled

by sharing a common memory. In the DSP-AID the user interface is through the MC68000. A one-line

assembler/disassembler is resident for MC68000 code development. The MC68000 has its own local memory'

Memory for the TMS3Z020 is shared wirh the MC68000. It is through the shared memory that code for the

TMS32020 is enrered. The TMS32020 uses rhe DSP resources until superceded by the MC68000.

To execute an algorithm the compiled object code for the TMS32020 is resident on a host computer'

The TMS32020 is put into an inactive standby state. The MC68000 accomplishes this by asserting the

TMS32020 HOLD input. The MC68000 downloads the code from the host computer (such as a personal

computer) to the shared memory using the TUTOR debugger monitor' Upon completion of the download

pro..r, the TMS32020 is given a reser so that it will start executing the new code from the beginning' The

jv1c6g000 then releases the TMS32020 into the acrive mode. The TMS32020 will then be executing the nerv

application algorithm. only one processor at a fime may access the DSP resources. Although this design is

intended to take advantage ofeach processors srrengrhs, it is possible to allow both processors to be executinq

independent algorithms simultaneously.

The arbination switch direcrs address, data and control lines from the selected processor to the DSP

resources. TheMC6g000isrhesystemmasterandmayrequestresourcecontrol bysettingthememorymapped

arbirration switch which pua tire rrus:zozo into aninacrive standby mode. Upon acknorvledging that the

TLis32020 has released control of the DSp resources the arbitration switch ailo*s the lv{c68000 access to the

DSP resources. The lv{c68000 rerurns control of the DsP resources to the T}Is32020 b'1 cleaing the

arbitration switch.

The DSp-AID system (Figure i.) consists of rhe following functional units' collecrively refened to as

DSp resources: (i) analog inlur buffer and multiplexer coupled *'ith an anti-aliasing filter' (2)

analog-to-digital converter, (3) digiral-to-analoq converter and (4) analog ourput filter and driver'

Analog Input Circuirry.  The analog inpur sect ion consists of an 8:1 analog mul i ip lexar and an

anri-aliasing fiiter. An analog mulriplexer is an economical rvay to increase signal processing capabiliries' An

alrernaltive approach rvould be to add multiple analog-to-digital converters *hich are more costly than analog

multiplexers. Anti-aliasing filters are generally recommended and provide sienal buffering' The ft'ontend of

any DSp system requires a relatively simple analog filter to remove the hisher unrvanted components of the

signal. Usually, a 4th order acrive lorv pass fiher will suffice. A fundamental requirement of discrete

time-sampled systems is the Nyquist criteria rvhich states that no signai component can be greater than

one-half thesamplingftequency. AfrequenryabovetheNyquist frequenrywi l l "al ias" i tsel fbackintoalower

frequenry. For example, in a system with a sampling frequenry of 10 KHz' the marimum allo$'ed frequenry

rvhich can be theoretically reconstructed is 5 KHz. A 6 KHz frequency componenl will alias inelf back and

appesr as a 4 KFIz component. In a filter application, the anti-aliasing filter may be thought of as "coarse

processing" and the resulting numeric calculations as "fine processing'" The DSP-AID uses a 4th order

Burren'orrh fi1er rvhich is mixirnally flat in the passband, has insignificant phase distortion and has a modest

rolloff.

Analog-to-Digital Converter. The analog-to-digital convener (ADC) in the design of the DSP-AID

has a conversion time of 5ps *'hich provides a theoretical sampling rate up to 200 KHz. For real-time



applicadons rhe sample rate limit is acrually determined by the processing algorirhm since the data must be

numerically procesed befween each sample time. The TMS32020 has a 200ns instrucrion cycle dme. With the

ADC sampiing at full speed the TMS32020 would only be allowed to execute 25 instrucrions which is enough to

implement oniy a relarively low order filter. On the other hand. it is posible to perform quasi real-time

applications wherein the ebC samples the input data in a burst mode and then proceses the enrire block of

data. This is essentially how a digital spectrum anallzer is implemented. An accurate conversion requires a

stable and non-changing input. This is accomplished using a sample-and-hold (S/H) circuir The resolution of

the ADC used in this design is 12 bits. For an input range of 5 Vols, this unit yields a conversion resolution of

1.22 mVolts/bit. Noise miy be produced as a resulr of quanrification. The ADC should be buffered from the

noisy data bus as unwanted frequenry components may be coupled into the ADC during a conversion' Two

important issues to consider whin using ADC's are: (1) system power supply and (2) format of digital ourPut

from the converter. First, switching power supplies typically have switching spikes which must be filtered'

Switchers generaily operate in the range from 20 IG{z to 200 KHz and the switching spikes may be 100 mVpp

or higher. Second, since the digital data is to be used in numerical calculations, a conversion should be made to

a two's complement value. This is necessary so that multiplication and addition carries and overflows are

handled appropriately. The DSP-AID uses an ADC with a straight binary oufput and converts it into nvo's

complement format via software.

A software conrrolled 16-bit counter provides a variable rate clock from 38Hz to 2.5MHz. Having

sofnvare conrrol of the sampling_rate_results in a useful and powerful fearure. Different signal inputs require

different sampiing rates. Aside benefir is the ability to shift a fiiter's cutofffrequencies since the coefficients of

a filter are calculated using normalized cutoff frequencies. Adaprive filtering is thus far easier to accomplish

with digital techniques.

Digital-to-Analog converter. In the DSP-AID the choice of a suitable digiml-to-analog converter

(DAC) is dependent upon the accurac)- of the numeric processor and usuallv has the same resolution as the

ADC. inoursysrem,theDAChas12bitsofresolut ion. Thesett i ingt imeoftheDACisofpr imaryconcern'  I t

is recommended that the slerv rare of the DAC ouput be greater than 10 times the input signal bandwidth'

Since a finite amount of time is spent processing the input signal a constant time delay is Present in the output'

A constant rime delay can be thought of as a linear phase delay component to be added to the theoredcally

calculated phase delay componenr of the processing algorithm. This processing delay may be altered by

rvaiting until rhe next input sample is taken and then output the signal. This will result in a "unit-sampie delay"

systernrvherein the delay is constant, regardles of the processing time. Lastly. the computed binary result must

be converted from frvo's complemenr to straight binary prior to conversion to analog form. This design

converts the 2's complement format into straieht binary via sofnvare.

Analog Output Circuitry. In rhe DSP-AID the analog output may come from one of three sources: (1)

directly from rhe DAC. (2) flom the smoothing filter or (3) from the audio amplifier with or without smoothing'

The basic morive for the smoorhing filter is to remove the "staircase" effect associated with a DAC. A 4th order

lorvpass filterrvas chosen for the smoothing filter and is similar to rhe anti-aliasing filter. An audio amplifier is

available for applications involving digital signal processing of speech signals. Also, it can be used to produce

sounds creared by a DSp tone generaror. A DSP tone generator is a difference equation for a sinusoidal rvave.

ADSp rone generaror can be designed using the sample rate clock set within the audio range of 20Hzto20WIz

and applying sampled data system concep6.

Real-time Applications

The DSp-AID is capable of performing real-time or quasi real-time appiications. Applications

presented here are digital filtering and audio frequency specrral analysis.

Digital Filtering. With the DSP-AID system, the filtering process can be easily impiemented di-eitally.

Next. nvo common methods of designing digital filter will be discussed. These methods are Finite Impulse

Response (FIR) and Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) digital filter design'

The FIR filter is designed using a rmncated Fourier series expansion approximation of the ideal

frequenry response of the filter. To compensate for the effect of the nuncadon of the Fourier series.

somedmes. a "window" function is applied, which overcome the Gibbs phenomenon. The example presented



here is a lengrh-SO FIR loupass filter wirh a 10 KHz sampling frequenry and a 3 KHz bandwidth. Coefficients

of this fiiter are generated by using a Fourier series expansion and then modified by a Hanning window

funcrion. Figure2showsthereai-timeinputandoutputsignalsofthisFlRfilter. Theinputsignal(uppernace)

is a sinusoidal chirp signal with a frequenrysweeping from 1 KHz to 5 KHz. The output signal (lower trace) is

cut off at 3 KHz. Note that the slight anenuation in the passband is due to the ouput lowpass reconstrucrion

filter. Bener performance can be obtained by increasing the length of the filter, however, the conesponding

high computation rime would limit the sampling rate. ln fact, this would Iower the ft'equenry limit on the

applicable input si gnal.

An IIR filter is anorher merhod of realizing real-time digital filters. IIR filters are comPutationally

more efficient than the FIR counterpans. However, greater care must be exercised upon implementarion to

maintain stability due to the fact that the oufput is fed back into the processing sfructure. In pracrice, an IIR

filter is designed using an analog filter as the desired prototlpe and then mapping the parameters from the

analog domain to the digital domain. The iIR example here is a two-stage cascaded fourth order Chebyshev

lo*pas fiiter wirh a 10 KHz sampling frequenry and a 3 KHz bandwidth. Figure 3 shows the input and ourput

signais. The input signal (upper rrace) is also a sinusoidal chirp which has the same characterisrics as the input

used in the FIR filter example. The ourput signal (lower trace) has a cutofffrequenry at about 3 IG{2. Note that

the minor variarions in the amplirude of the output signal are due to the rippie existing in the passband of the

Chebyshev IIR filter.

Spectrum Anallzer. The DSP-AID s)Etem presented here has the capabiiiry of being programmed as a

spectrum analyzer. This specrum analper is implemented by using 64-point Discrete Fourier Tianstbrm

tbn-fl of the sampied input si-rnals. The sampiing frequenry used here is 10 KHz, so the frequenry resolurion is

156 Hz. Note rhat. the frequenry resoludon is determined by r*'o factors, sampling frequenry and number of

samples. Since amplitude spectrum is ahvays symmetrical for real funcrion, rve only need to show half of the

spectrum, in this case, 32 fi 'equenry components.

The folloging sreps are taken to implement the spectrum analyzer: (1) set up a lookup table of

precalculated cosine & sine values, (2) caprure 64 points input samples using the analog-to-digital converler,

(3) apply DFT algorirhm to calcuiare the first 32-point power specrmm and store them in memory, (a) display

the 32-point power specrrum, and (5) repeat from step 2. The result shown in Figure 4 confirms the fact that

the Fourier transform of a sine funcdon is an impulse function. Furthermore, the Fourier transform of the

square rvave shoun in Figure 5 only has odd harmonics (first, third and fifth) as expected.

Figure 2. Real-rime input and outPut signals of a

length-80 lowpass digitai FIR filter.

Figure 3. Real+ime input and outPut signals of a two-

stage cascaded fourth order lowpas digital IIR filter.
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Figure 4. Porver speclrum of a sine funcrion. Figure 5. Power specfrum of a square funcdon'

5ummary

In rhis paper g,e presenred an economical system (DSP-AID) for developing DSP algorithms' rvhich is

also suirable for use as an educarional tool. This versatile and interactive system can be interfaced to any

personai compurer and is designed for learning and implementing digital signai processing algorithms at the

machine level. The udlizadon of nvo popular processors, namely the MC68000 and the TN'{S32020. yields a

sysrem rich in flexibiliry and processing power. In this paper several applicarions have been presented along

with actual results. The ease of use of the DSP-AID allo*s the user to test and evaluate DSP algorithms

efficiently. Targeted appiication areas for this unir are adapdve signal processing, biomedical signal

processing, speech processing, sen'o control. and roborics'
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